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From a study of 2.7X106 J/f decays with the Mark III detector at the SLAC storage ririg

SPEAR, we have obtained new measurements of the two-body decays of the J/li into a vector and a
pseudoscalar meson. We present branching ratios for decays to pm, Kit. (892), $7), the previously

unobserved modes Pq', cog, cog', corno, pop, and new upper limits on pop' and Pm . In the decay
J/li~gm+m, we observe p -co interference. The collection of measured branching ratios are
simultaneously fit to a simple model of J/P decays which includes strong and electromagnetic am-

plitudes and allows for violation of SU(3) invariance. Using this model, we calculate the strange-
and nonstrange-quark content of the q and g' and conclude that (35+18)%%uo of the g' wave function
can be attributed to an additional component, e.g., gluonium or radial excitation. The measurement

of the co~ branching ratio, when combined with that of the ym decay mode of the cu, yields a deter-
mination of the tour electromagnetic-form-factor ratio

l
f(qi=mj/ e) f/(q~=0)l =0.038+0.006.

I. INTRODUCTION

The J/f provides a unique system for the study of
hadron dynamics. It is a systein with well-defined initial
quantum numbers, devoid of u, d, or s quarks, and with
sizable branching fractions into simple modes. Figure I
shows the four diagrams believed to be mainly responsible
for the decay of the J/@. These are as follows. (a)
Three-gluon annihilation into hadrons. (b) Electromag-
netic decay proceeding via a single virtual photon. This
process yields e+e and p+p pairs as well as hadrons.
(c) Radiative decay into a real photon and two gluons. (d)
Magnetic dipole radiative transition to the ri, (2980). The
relative rates for these processes are predicted' to be
67:23:8:2.

This paper reports on the two-body decays of the J/P
into a vector meson V (IC', p, co, or P), plus a pseudosca-
lar meson P (X, n., il, or il'). The decays to the VP pairs
are expected to occur through the three-gluon or the elec-
tromagnetic diagrams. Several authors have pointed out
that glueball and radially excited quark-antiquark states
could mix with mesons with the same quantum numbers,

adrons

(a) 5 Gluon {b) Electromagnetic

adrons adrons

(c ) Radiative (d) Via q

FIG. 1. (a) Three-gluon annihilatiori. (b) Electromagnetic de-
cay proceeding via cc annihilation into one photon. (c) Radia-
tive decay into a final state of one photon and two gluons. (d)
Magnetic dipole radiative transition to the g, (2980).

and that the values of the J/f~ VP branching ratios can
be used to determine the strange- and nonstrange-quark
content of the pseudoscalar mesons as well as possible ad-
ditional components. The rate of the J//~con decay
can be related to the co~ym. decay rate via an elec-
tromagnetic form factor if single-photon annihilation is
the only process involved.

Section II of this paper concerns the experimental de-
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tails of the analysis and deterinination of branching ratios.
In Sec. III, we discuss interpretations of the data, includ-
ing evaluation of the quark content of the pseudoscalar
mesons ' and determination of electromagnetic form fac-
tors.

II. DETAILS OF THE ANALYSIS

The Mark III spectrometer is a general-purpose mag-
netic detector designed for detailed studies of exclusive fi-
nal states in the energy region of the SLAC storage ring
SPEAR. The detector is described in detail elsewhere.
We limit ourselves here to a brief survey of the relevant
features. The axial and transverse views of the detector
are shown in Fig. 2. A low-mass inner drift chamber sur-
rounding the beryllium beam pipe provides tracking and a
first level trigger. The main drift-chamber system, in a
0.4-T magnetic field, measures the momentum of charged
tracks over 84% of the solid angle with a resolution of
o&/p=0. 015(1+p )'l (p in GeV/c). Two stereo layers
and charge division on four of the axial layers provide a
measure of the dip angle. Charged-particle identification
is obtained with a system of 48 tine-of-flight (TOF)
counters. These counters, which cover 80% of the solid
angle, have a time resolution o, of 190 psec for hadrons.
This provides 3cr n. /Ir: separation for momenta up to 800
MeV/c.
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FIG. 2. The Mark III detector. (a) View transverse to the
beam axis. (b) Parallel.

Between the TOF counters and the solenoid coil is a
highly segmented gas sampling calorimeter consisting of
24 layers of alternating proportional counters and —,

' radi-
ation length lead sheets. End-cap shower counters of
similar design extend the photon detection capability to
94% of the solid angle. The shower counters measure
photon angles with a resolution o 8 of 10 mrad and photon
energies with a resolution O'EIE of 0.17/~E (E in GeV).
The shower counter is fully efficient for photon energies
greater than 100 MeV; this feature is crucial for the
reconstruction of final states which have several photons.

Before discussing the analyses of the various specific
decay modes, we note some common features. In general,
the analysis of a given state begins with all events having
the correct topology for the state (exact number of
charged tracks and a number of showers equal or larger
than that required by the final state). The TOF system is
used to distinguish kaons from pions whenever possible.
The identification of photons is complicated by the fact
that charged particles often interact in the shower
counters, producing clusters of hits ("split offs") which
can be mistaken for photon signals. The confusion is
minimized by eliminating all photons for which the angle
between the shower and the nearest charged track is less
than 18' or by using only the highest-energy showers.
When the number of showers is larger than that expected
for the final state, the energy of each additional shower is
required to be small (usually less than 60 MeV).

The events are kinematically fit by imposing energy,
momentum, and any relevant constraints. This fit sub-
stantially improves the photon energy resolution, which in
turn improves the determination of the invariant masses
of subgroups of particles in the final state. After fitting,
the mass resolution is typically 1%. In addition, the fits
help in the reconstruction of events with spurious pho-
tons. In such events, all photon combinations are tried in
the fit and the confidence level is used to identify the
most probable set of photons.

The yield for a specific decay mode is determined from
resonant peaks in the invariant-mass distributions. Signal
yields are extracted using a maximum-likelihood fit of the
appropriate Breit-Wigner shapes, folded with the resolu-
tion, and a polynomial for the background. To study the
background, mass sidebands surrounding the resonance
are selected.

The detection efficiency for a specific decay mode is es-
timated by generating events of the desired type by Monte
Carlo and passing them through the entire analysis chain.
For the decay J/g~VP, the matrix element in the J/g
rest frame is proportional to ej/~ ev&&PI, where ej/Q
and e~ are the respective polarization vectors, and P& is
the momentum of the vector meson. With the known de-

cay amplitudes for the pseudoscalar and vector mesons,
all the angular distributions are completely determined;
the only unknown is the strength of the amplitude.
Knowledge of the angular distributions is necessary to
correctly simulate the detection efficiency and also pro-
vides a check of the observed distributions.

The angular distribution of the decay sequence
J/g~ VP, V~PP, or PPP is described by
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TABLE I. J/g~ VP branching ratios. Unless specified, the n and g in the final state are identified
by their yy decay and the Es by its m+m decay mode. The first error is statistical and the second one
is systematic. The upper limits are given at the 90% confidence level.

Decay mode

p'fT
K'+K- + c.c.

J:"E'+c.c.

p 'Q

p 'g

Final state

m'7l+m-

+&s
X+SC-~0

+&s

m'm+m-yp'

%+K + neutrals
X+SC-q

%+K-~'m+m-
X+K yp

@+ac-~~+~-
~0~+~-~o

K+X-m'

Branching ratio
in unit of 10

13.3%0.3+ 1.5
5.0+0.25 +0.6
6.0+0.3+0.7
3.9+0.2+0.6
1.9+0.2+0.3

0.39+0.11+0.06
0.43+O'22+0. 07
0.69+0.07y0. 08
0.64+0.15+0.08
0.61+0.14+0.08
0.39+0.10+0.06

0.365+0.04+0.05
0.67+0.06+0.11
0. 18+0.02+0.04

(0.1

(0.013

3
~sin 8,[1+cos 8i2

d cos8yd cosO)dqpi

+sin 8i cos(2yi)], (1)

where the Ks is identified by its m+m. decay, or from the
decay to E;+X m . Within the quoted errors, which are
predominantly systematic, the rates are consistent with
each other.

where 8~ is the angle between the vector meson and the
positron direction and 0~ and y& describe the decay prod-
ucts of the vector meson in its helicity frame. For the
two-body decays, such as po~n+m and /~K+K, 8i
and qadi are the polar and azimuthal angles of the momen-
tum of the m (K) with respect to the helicity direction of
the p (P). For the three-body decay co~n+m n, 8i a.nd.
y~ are the angles between the normal to the decay plane
and the helicity direction. To fully describe the final
state, the isotropic distribution from the decay of the
pseudoscalar meson needs to be combined with Eq. (1).

We now turn to a discussion of the details of the
analysis specific to each channel. Table I gives the
branching ratios we have obtained from our sample. of
2.7 X 10 produced J/1('s. The statistical and systematic
errors pertaining to each specific mode are given. The
major contribution ( = 10%) to the systematic error comes
from uncertainties in the Monte Carlo simulation. An
overall systematic error of 5.8% arises from the deter-
mination of the total number of produced J/f (Ref. 6).

B. co+ and ug

Both of these decay modes are observed in the topology
m+m yyyy. Looking at all combinations and selecting
events having a m+m m. mass compatible with an ~, we
examine the momentum and mass spectra for the remain-
ing two photons, which are shown in Fig. 4. The recoil
momentum spectrum, when fitted with two Breit-Wigner
shapes, folded with a Gaussian to take into account the
momentum resolution, plus a linear background, gives the
number of conc and cog events. The distribution of cos8i,
the cosine of the angle between the normal to the decay
plane and the helicity direction of the co, is shown in Fig.
5. The data agree well with the sin 8 distribution [Eq. (1)]
expected for an co having helicity +1 only, as required for
this decay.

C. Pg

andrew

These events are observed in the topology K+K yy.
Since the kaons from P decays are relatively soft (& 800
MeV/c), they are easily distinguished from pions by the
TOF system. Requiring both K's to be identified by the
TOF gives a very clean P signal. The J/tP~Pg decays
produce a peak centered at 1.32 GeV/c in the momentum
spectrum of P's recoiling against neutral tracks. A fit to a
Gaussian and a polynomial yields the first branching ratio
given in Table I. Evidence for the Pg channel is also
given by the prominent peak at 0.55 GeV/c in the yy
invariant-mass spectrum for events satisfying a four-
constraint (4C) fit to yyK+K (Fig. 6). There is, howev-
er, no signal corresponding to the decay J/@—+Pm,

A. pn and X X

The Dalitz plots of Fig. 3 show that the n+mmc, . .
K+K n. , and K@K+a+ final states ar—e almost entirely
dominated by p~ and EC K, respectively. Dividing each
Dalitz plot into three parts, corresponding to the bands of
the triangular regions, one finds that the nuinber of events
in each charge combination can be determined with al-
most no background. As a check, the ratio
p n. /p

+—m.+=0.50+0.04 agrees well with the value of 0.5
expected from isospin symmetry. The K*—+K+ rate can
be determined either from the decay mode K —m+Ks,
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FIG. 4. (a) The yy momentum spectrum for J/l{~yyco,
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FIG. 3. Dalitz plots for (a) J/g~m'+m' m'. (b)
J/g~K+K ~0. (c) J//~K m+Kz events. — .

which violates the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule. The
90%-confidence-level upper limit on this branching ratio
is given in Table I.

The decay J/P~Pg is also observed with the g decay-
ing to ++m n. . This channel appears in the
J//~K+K sr+en. topology discu.ssed in the next sec-
tion.

D. Pg' and cog'

For these measurements, we identify the g' both by its
decay

(3)

The (() and co are identified by their K+K and ~+~
decay modes, respectively. Thus these states appear in the
data as events with four charged tracks and one or more
photons.

The K+K invariant mass from our four-prong sam-
ples is shown in Fig. 7(a). When fit to a Gaussian and a
polynomial background, this distribution yields a P mass
equal to 1.0194+0.0003 GeV/c and a resolution
o =4.5+0.3 MeV/c . For events containing a
and satisfying a 4C fit to the hypothesis
J/g~y~+m K K, the n+n. invariant mas. s is plot-
ted versus the m+m. y mass in Fig. 7(b). Evidence for the
decay (2) is given by the cluster of events with a n+m.
mass consistent with a p and a ym+m mass consistent
with that of the q'

The analysis of the decay J/g~gri' where the g' de-
cays via Eq. (3) proceeds in a similar manner, but requires
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FIG. 5. Distribution of cosO~, where 8& is the angle in the co

rest frame between the co direction and the normal to the decay
plane (a) J/f +rorr . (b) J—/g~rog. The curves are the result
of a fit to a second-order polynomial which yields coefficients in
very good agreement with (1—cos 8).

one additional photon. For events satisfying a 4C fit to
the hypothesis J/g~yym+nIC+K, . an. d containing a
P, the yy invariant mass is plotted versus the yyrr+n
mass in Fig. 7(c). A cluster of events which corresponds
to the decay J//~PE' can be seen, where the g' decays
into gm+m . This scatter plot also shows evidence for the
decay chain J/P~gri, ri~m. +m. ~,m ~yy discussed in
the previous section.

In the Monte Carlo calculation of the efficiency, a
phase-space model is used for the decay g' —+pm+~ . For
the sequential decay g'~yp, p —+m+m, the Breit-
Wigner shape of the p, the appropriate two-body phase
space, and the Ez dependence of the magnetic dipole
transition are taken into account.

The cog' decay is somewhat more complicated because
of the combinations involved with the four pions and
three or four photons. For the g'~yp channel, events
are required to be compatible with the hypothesis
J/g +yn a+a m+n—,n ~yy. The three highest-
energy showers are used. Only 4%%uo of the events have
more than one acceptable pairing for the n (yy effective
mass within 3cr=34 MeV/c of that of the n ). The
ye+a invariant mass is shown in Fig. 8(a) for all com-
binations where the recoiling m m+m mass is within 3'
(41 MeV/c ) of the ro mass. The excesses of events at the

mass of the ri and ri' correspond to the decays J//~roy
and J/g~rori', respectively. The mass resolution ob-
tained from the Monte Carlo simulation is 7.5 MeV/c
for the ri and 13.5 MeV/c for the g'. Two decay se-
quences contribute to the structure in the mass region of
the q. The decays J//~cog, t) ~ye.+~ produce a peak
centered at 0.550+0.002 GeV/c with o =(7+3) MeV/c,
in very good agreement with the value expected from the
Monte Carlo simulation. The expected number of back-
ground events from the decay J/g~rog, g~ma~+m in
which one of the two photons produced in the decay of
the ri is not detected is in agreement with the number of
events and the mass distribution observed below O.S2
GeV/c . Although all ym+m combinations are allowed
in the mass distribution, none of the events contributes
more than once. The measured J/tt ~roy branching ra-
tios (1.8+0.5+0.2) X10 for the rl~yrr+rr channel
and (1.8+0.8+0.4)&&10 for ri~rr n. +m. , are in very
good agreement with the value (1.9+0.2+0.3) )& 10 3 ob-
tained in Sec. IIB. Since the final states for the decays
J/g +cori, g~ym—+n and J/g~rog', g'~yp are iden-
tical, these two determinations of the J//~cori branch-
ing ratio provide a useful check of the J/g —+cog'
analysis.

A similar analysis in which the g' is observed in the
q'~gm+m channel provides another check of the
J//~roy' branching-ratio measurement. Events compa-
tible with the yyyym+m m+m hypothesis are subjected
to a 6C fit to the hypothesis m' rim+a m. +rr . There are
six possible photon pairings. Because 20% of the events
have more than one good pairing (X probability of the fit
greater than S%%uo), the combinations which give the two
best 6C fits are kept. In a search for roy', there are four
possible combinations of charged pions. The good mass
resolution after the fit, when combined with the narrow
width of the co, allows a good selection of events: the
fraction of events having more than one co candidate
(n+n n effective mass within 3rr=34 MeV/c2 of that
of the co) is 23%. The qm+m. mass recoiling against the
ro is shown in Fig. 8(b). The oo sidebands allow a check
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that the il' signal (five events) does not come from the
background.

E. p'g and p'q'

The p q and p q' final states, like con, have isospin.
one; therefore these decays are electromagnetic in origin.
The final-state selection is relatively straightforward,
especially for p g seen in the yyrr+m. channel. The prin-

cipal complication in the analysis occurs because of the
presence of the much larger roy channel. The ro~n+n
branching ratio is 1 4%. Therefore a possible interference
between the two channels, J/i1/~p ri,p ~a+mand. .
J/g +roy, ro~rr+—n. , has to be taken into account in the
determination of the J/P~p q branching ratio.

The final state m+m. il is selected by making a 4C fit to
the yym+m. channel and by requiring a yy effective
mass within 3cr=30 MeV/c of the ri mass. The result-
ing m+n mass plot is shown in Fig. 9. The number of
cog and p g events, N„dan% e, are the results of a fit to

P
the m+n mass di.stribution of the function

N(m + )=L(m + )

+ l A, (m + )+A (m + )xe'i'l

where L is a linear background term and A c(m + ) is
p s' 7T

the contribution of the J/g~p i1 channel to the ampli-
tude, which is given by (N e)' )&F e (m + ), where

p p 7J' 8'

is the Breit-Vhgner amplitude. The Breit-signer
amplitude (Ref. 10) F e (m + ) describes the p shape.

Similarly, for the J//~cori channel,

A„(m + )=QN„XF„(m+ ) .

The relative phase, P, between the two amplitudes, A,9
and A, has to be determined. Note that because

~&IP and m„=mp, the total number of events XT in
the p -ro mass region (background events excluded) is
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FIG. 10. (a) Doubly disconnected diagram. (b) Singly discon-
nected diagram.

yyn+m n+~ . where the g' is identified by its gn. +n.

decay. No signal is observed and an upper limit with a
90% confidence level is given in Table I.

I„
Ny' =N p +N~ +2 N pN+

1/2

cosg

=N o+N„+0.507(N oN~)' cosP .

Using the results from the previous section, we expect
that the number of J//~cog, co~n. +n. decays will be
N„=Ng/~XB(J//~cog) XB(~~a+~ ) X&=(8 9+2.4),
where e is the global detection efficiency and NJ&~ is the
total number of produced J/P. The number of
J/@~p rl decays can be estimated, as discussed in Sec.
III, as

N p=NJqpXB(J//~am ) XeB(J/@~cog)
P B(J/g~p m. )

=96+30 .

Since N p is expected to be about ten times bigger than
PN„,the interference term can make a larger contribution

to the total number of events than the term given by N .
The numbers of J/1tp«g and J//~curl events deter-

mined from the fit (Table II) are in good agreement with
the previous estimates. The interference term contributes
=20% of the total decay rate (15 events).

The p g' channel is searched for in the final state
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III. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

TABLE III. J/i(«~ VP amplitudes.

Decay mode

p 77;p 1T «p 77

K'+K- K'-K+

Amplitude

g+e
g —h +e(2—x)

A. Decays involving q and g'

The OZI-rule-suppressed decay of the J/g into three
gluons results in a hadronic width which is very much
smaller than widths typical of decays of the lighter vector
mesons. Aside from the OZI suppression common to all
hadronic J/g decays, the contribution of doubly discon-
nected diagrams, like the one shown in Fig. 10(a) where
an ss recoils against a nonstrange pair, is suppressed rela-
tive to that of singly disconnected diagrams [Fig. 10(b)]
by an additional OZI suppression factor. We expect
therefore to observe the decays J/P~cof and J/g~Pf'
but not J/f~cof' or J/f~Pf, the tensor mesons being

approximately ideally mixed. This is, indeed, the experi-
mental situation. " The suppression of the disconnected
diagrams results in a much smaller branching ratio for
Pn than for con as seen in our data. Thus, for two-body
final states, the OZI rule completely correlates the quark
flavors in the two states. Since the quark content of the
vector mesons is reasonably well established, J/@~VP
decays can be used to probe the quark content of the pseu-
doscalar mesons.

The masses and mixing angles of the rl and g' mesons
have been a lang-standing problem. Recently there have
been attempts to understand this problem by allowing
these states to mix with a hypothesized pseudoscalar state
composed of gluons. '

In Rosner's formulation, the meson wave functions can
be written

Fit 1

N„=5.0+2.4
N p

——58.5+7.4
P
P= 0.4+0.5

Fit 2

N„=8.9, fixed
N p ——49.5+6.3

P
P= 0.4+0.5

TABLE II. J//~am+~ . Results of fits to the m+n.
effective-mass distribution. The J per degree of freedom of
each fit is equal to 35/27.

SC"Zo;j:"I&'

CO'g

CO'g

4n'
p 'g

p 'g

6)%
mp

g —h —2e 1+x
2

(g +e)X„
{g+e)X„

(g —2h —2 ex) Fz
(g —2h —2ex)r„

3 eX„
3 eX„

3 e
0
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TABLE IV. Quark content of the g and g' determined from
ratios of decay rates. 0.8 s

, IO'

Ratio

CO'g

P '7T

Coefficient

Xq ——0.48 +0.10

X„=0.29+0.09 0.8
(c)

8

X„=0.13+0.04
—

Y7)

0.4

Xq (0.21 (90% C.L.)

2

076+0 14
Y„

I'( J/Q~ VP) = X
1

32 Pal//Q

x g J ~~~'dnv (4)
SPlllS

with ~=gf pM J/gcJ/Q ep'XPv (see Sec. II). In Eq. (4),
only two quantities depend on the particular VI' final
state: the center-of-mass momentum P~ and the constant
g~p. We factor out the Pz dependence and write the
branching ratio as

8(J/@ VP)=
i

A
i

XPp.

with A =const&g~~. The amplitude A, which has contri-
butions from both the three-gluon diagram and the one-
photon diagram, can be expressed in terms of an SU(3)
symmetric strong amplitude (g) and an electromagnetic
amplitude (e) (Ref. 13). Their contributions to a specific
channel are obtained through a standard SU(3) calculation
(see the Appendix) which yields the result shown in Table
III. SU(3) violation has been taken into account by a pure
octet SU(3)-breaking term. This is equivalent to reducing

TABLE V. Results of the global fit.

[ g I

=117*0.06
)

h
(
=0.24+0.07

[
e

[
=0.15+0.01

P = 1.19+0.20

~ Xq ~

=0.63+0.06
I Yq I

=0.83~0.13

i X„i
=0.36+0.05

[ Y„(=0.72+0.12

~»=X„~N&+I„~S&+Z„~6&,
)q')=x„.)N)+ Y„[s)+z„.[G&,

where the basis states are

[ N)=, [ S)=
~
ss),

~

G) =
~

gluonium),(
uu+dd &

2
with normalization

g 2+ p2+ Z2

for the g and iI' separately. If Z„=Z„=O,the X's and
Ts are directly related to the traditional pseudoscalar
mixing angle.

The width of the decay J/P~VP is given by"

0 0.4 0 0.4 0.8
X7) Xg'

FIG. 11. Constraints on X arid Y: (a) and (b) from J/g~ VP
decays, (c} and (d) from radiative transitions. The shaded areas
correspond to + lo. error on X and Y, and the shaded line in (b)
corresponds to the 90%%uo-confidence-level upper limit on X„
given in Table IV. In (c}, the two vertical bands correspond to
the two possible solutions for I {p —+yq) {see Ref. 16). q~ (gs)
shows the quark content expected for a pure singlet g' (octet q).
The 10 pseudoscalar-mixing-angle predictions are also shown.

0.8

g by a fixed amount h for each strange quark in the final
state and to multiplying the electromagnetic amplitude
contributions, which are proportional to the quark mag-
netic inoment p, by different functions of

Ps
X =

Pu m,

where m, and m„are the strange- and nonstrange-quark
masses.

Because the J/g +p mand—J/p. ~roil amplitudes are
identical up to a coefficient Xz, after correction for the
Pi. factors, the ratio of their branching ratios is'

8(J/1t~coiI)
B(J/Q —+p m. )

Similarly,

P'rI) X 2 (6)
B(J//~con )

The values of Xv, Xz, and Yv /Yz derived from (5)
and (6) and similar equations are given in Table IV. An
overall systematic error of 5.8%, arising from the deter-
mination of the total number of produced J/f, common
to all the branching ratios, is not taken into account in
this calculation since it does not affect the result of the
analysis. The X values obtained from the three-gluon
annihilation-dominated decays, p m, cup, and cog', are in
agreement (within 1 4cr) with .those obtained from the
purely electromagnetic decays, co+, p g, and p q'.

Fitting the measured branching ratios with the set of
amplitudes given in Table III, we can determine all of the
paraineters:

~ g ~, ~

h ~, ~

e ~,P [relative phase between
(g, h) and e], the X's and the Y's. An average value is
used for each branching ratio that is measured in more
than one final state. The result of the global fj.t is given in
Table V and presented in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). The X
probability of the fit is 14%. The parameter x =p, /p„
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was fixed at 0.62 (Ref. 15). A 15%%uo change in x affects
the result by less than 4%%uo. Note that the measured SU(3)
breaking

I
h

I
/

I g I
is equal to (21+6)%, that the relative

contribution of the single photon and three-gluon annihi-
lation diagrams is

I
e

I /Ig I
(13+1)%%uo, and that the

phase P = l. 19+0.20 is close to m/2. Adding the
nonstrange- and strange-quark contents, we get

X + Y =1.1+0.2,
(7)

X~ +F~ ——0.65+0.18 .

The X's and Y's can also be determined from the radia-
tive decay widths of the vector mesons and the two-y
widths of the pseudoscalar mesons; ' these constraints
are shown in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d).

Although both determinations agree on the quark con-
tent of the g, there seems to be a disagreement on the
value of

I Xv I
. However, each one of the three evalua-

tions of
I Xv I

derived, respectively, from the g' —+yp,
g' —+yco, and g'~yy partial widths depends upon one
number, I (g'~yy), which was used in the calculation of
the ri' total width. Thus, if I (il'~yy) were to change by
30%, the results would agree. The usual 10' pseudoscalar
mixing angle corresponds to

I Xv I
=1/v 2, a value in-

consistent with both the radiative transitions and these
measurements. Unlike the q, the measured light-quark
content of the g', 65%, is 20. away from unity. This sug-
gests that an additional component is present in the wave
function of the g' and supports models in which the g
and g' are mixed with a pseudoscalar glueball or radially
excited quark-antiquark states. '

B. Electromagnetic decays

We discuss the co+ channel which is electromagnetic
and does not have the complications of the p g channel,
discussed above. This channel also has the best measured
crossed channel amplitude, describing co~y~ .

The electromagnetic current matrix element for the fi-
nal state is given by

(con
I J~ IO}=f(q )e~ pe~

where q =mi/~, e„and P„(P) are the polarization
and four-momentum vectors of the co {n.), respectively.
The electromagnetic con form factor at q =0 is deter-
mined by the co~ym decay rate. Thus, using I + to
eliminate the coupling of the J/it/ to the intermediate
photon, we can measure the ratio of form factors

I f(q'=ms/y')/f (q'=0) I:
2 2

' '3
If (mj/p )

I a ky mz/gI J/@

where k& is the photon momentum in the ~ rest frame
and the P is the center-of-mass momentum in the ez
final state. Using our measured value for the branching
ratio B(J g/~con ) and the Particle Data Cxroup" values
for I"J/Q I ~ mJ/g B(J/Q~IJ, +p ), and B(co~ym ),
we obtain

=0.038+0.006 .

Note that this drop in the form factor from q =0 to
q =mJ/f is about 2.5 times greater than the drop in the
analogous m.m form factor measured in J//~@+A
(Refs. 6 and 17). This difference in energy dependence
agrees qualitatively with the one expected from hadronic-
helicity conservation. '

C. Summary

To summarize, we have presented new measurements of
the two-body decays of the J/P into pm, KK (892), Pg,
the previously unobserved modes pq', cog, cog', con, p il,
and new upper limits on p g' and Pm . The collection of
measured branching ratios have been simultaneously fit to
a simple model of J/g decays which includes strong and
electromagnetic amplitudes and allows for violation of
SU(3) invariance. Using this model, we have calculated
the strange- and nonstrange-quark content of the il and il'
and have concluded that (35+18)% of the il' wave func-
tion can be attributed to an additionaI component, e.g.,
gluonium or radial excitation. The measurement of the
mm branching ratio, when combined with that of the ym.
decay mode of the co, yields a determination of the con
electromagnetic form-factor ratio

I f(q =m//~ )/f(q =0)
I
=0.038+0.006.
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APPENDIX

The different J/it/~ VP amplitudes are calculated from
the effective interaction Lagrangian'

W= GV'P, +Ed,b, S'V P',

where V' and P' are the vector and pseudoscalar nonets,
d,b, are the SU(3) structure constants, and S' is a spurion
field with the photon SU(3) transformation properties. G
is the three-gluon annihilation amplitude and E is the
electromagnetic amplitude, proportional to the quark
magnetic moment p. The vector-meson nonet is assumed
ideally mixed.

The effect of the SU(3) breaking ( m„=md&m, ) on G
is taken into account by the extra term

Hd~I„S"V P',
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where S' transforms like the octet 8th component.
Since p cc 1/m, the electromagnetic contribution to a

specific channel has to be corrected when strange quarks
are involved. The calculation is straightforward and re-
sults in different multiplicative functions of x =p,,/p„

that are given in Table III.
Finally, g, h, and e are defined by

g=G+, h= H; e=—.H V3 E
3' 2 '

3

Fsw(s ='m 2) I (s)m 1

m —s —iI (s)m

where m 'is the mass of the resonance. The width I varies
with energy and is given by

P* 2Por(s)=r, P4 PtNl2 P+2
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